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            Abstract
Over the past two decades efforts to control malaria have halved the number of cases globally, yet burdens remain high in much of Africa and the elimination of malaria has not been achieved even in areas where extreme reductions have been sustained, such as South Africa1,2. Studies seeking to understand the paradoxical persistence of malaria in areas in which surface water is absent for 3â€“8Â months of the year have suggested that some species of Anopheles mosquito use long-distance migration3. Here we confirm this hypothesis through aerial sampling of mosquitoes at 40â€“290Â m above ground level and provideâ€”to our knowledgeâ€”the first evidence of windborne migration of African malaria vectors, and consequently of the pathogens that they transmit. Ten species, including the primary malaria vector Anopheles coluzzii, were identified among 235Â anopheline mosquitoes that were capturedÂ during 617Â nocturnal aerial collections in the Sahel of Mali. Notably, females accounted for more than 80% of all ofÂ the mosquitoesÂ that we collected. Of these, 90% had taken a blood meal before their migration, which implies that pathogens areÂ probably transported over long distances by migrating females. The likelihood of capturing Anopheles species increased with altitude (the height of the sampling panel above ground level) and during the wet seasons, but variation between years and localities was minimal. Simulated trajectories of mosquito flights indicated that there would be mean nightly displacements of up to 300Â km for 9-h flight durations. Annually, the estimated numbers of mosquitoes at altitude that cross a 100-km line perpendicular to the prevailing wind direction included 81,000Â Anopheles gambiae sensu stricto, 6Â million A.Â coluzzii and 44Â million Anopheles squamosus. These results provide compelling evidence that millions of malaria vectors that have previously fed on blood frequently migrate over hundreds of kilometres, and thus almost certainly spread malaria over these distances. The successful elimination of malaria may therefore depend on whether the sources of migrant vectors can be identified and controlled.
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                    Fig. 1: Flight altitude, seasonality, wind speed and abundance of migratory anopheline species.[image: ]


Fig. 2: Backwards trajectories of the flights for each Anopheles capture event.[image: ]
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                Data availability

              
              Data on anopheline capture, identification, sex and gonotrophic status are available from www.boldsystems.org (project code MALAN) and in GenBank (MK585944â€“MK586043, inclusive).

            

Code availability

              
              SAS code used for statistical analyses (and data manipulations) and 9-h backward trajectories data for each mosquito-capture event (based on HYSPLIT) are available from the corresponding author upon request. The code for plotting trajectories is available at https://github.com/benkraj/anopheles-migration.
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Fig. 1 Study area and aerial sampling effort.
a, Map of the study area, showing aerial-sampling villages, as well as the number of sampling nights per village. Schematic map of Africa, showing the Sahel region. The base map was generated using the ggplot2 package in R68,Â under a GPL-2 license. b, Nightly sampling effort by year. The extension of the axes under zero indicates the sampling nights (by village), and the needles denote the total number of mosquitoes per night (regardless of the number of collecting panels per night). Dry and wet seasons are indicated by yellow and green, respectively, in the key under the x axis.


Extended Data Fig. 2 Regularity of migratory flights, flight altitude and variability among years and localities in the aerial presence of species.
a, Relationship between mosquito presence (fraction of positive nights) and the mean density of mosquitoes on collecting panels, to evaluate whether appearance can be accounted by overall abundance rather than by unique migratory nights. b, The relationship between the height of the collecting panel and mean density of mosquitoes per panel (Ã—103; the regression line with shading denotes the 95% confidence interval of the mean), showing the mean density of mosquitoes per panel by species. The inset summarizes the covariance analysis that underlies this regression, which includes the species and height of the collecting panel. The number of nights per collecting-panel height is given in blue along the x axis (Fig. 1a).Â agl, above ground level. c, Variation in mosquito presence (fraction of positive nights) by species between years (top) and villages (bottom), with their 95% confidence interval. Sampling effort, expressed as the number of collecting panels per year or village, is shown adjacent to the key.


Extended Data Fig. 3 Photograph showing a tethered sticky-panel setup and attachment.
A sticky panel (3Â Ã—Â 1-m net) on a test helium balloon (of a lower volume and capacity), showing the attachment of the net covered with glue to the cord that tethers the balloon to the ground. The four carbon poles and Velcro attachment points are shown. A close-up image of the attachment of the panel to the cord, and an image of preparations to launch a standard 3-m balloon, are also shown.


Extended Data Table 1 Variation in the rate of mosquito capture between years, localities and heights above groundFull size table
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